


Visitors from abroad
Living in Norway means that we 
often get visitors from abroad.

Marrie & Ger

Otto & Boukje

Jochen and his students



Travelling in Norway
A lot 

Oslo

Brekstad



Musical adventures
In addition to our regular symphony evenings, 
we went to many other concerts in 2017 

Stargate and Alan Walker

Robbie Williams

Cantus

Bea had 3 concerts with her choir ØNK

Leif Ove Andsnes



Bea at work
2017 was a crazy year at work for Bea. 
Leading two large international projects 
means a lot of traveling and meetings.

PreventIT consortium in Stuttgart

Part of the EXACT group in Flensburg

Presenting at ISPGR in Fort Lauderdal

Furthermore, she gave 4 invited 
lectures across Norway, was in 
Ireland for a doctoral defense, and in 
Brussels to talk about Horizon 2020.

In addition, she presented her work 
at three international conferences, 
and organized a fourth one.

Busy organizing ESMAC in Trondheim

Bea presenting some of the major 
achievements in the EU-project 

PreventIT for the reviewers.



Albert at work
Albert was busy at work as well in 2017. The 
merger with 3 other organizations and 2 major 
projects with other Norwegian universities, 
caused a lot of travelling and meetings. 

Most of the time travelling for 
work is comfortable and you 
have the opportunity to enjoy 
a great view, but sometimes 
it’s more scary.

A lot of meetings

In November Albert participated, 
together with union representatives,  in a 
panel debate about temporary contracts.



Enjoying the good life
We saw many corners of the world in 2017.

Hamburg, Germany

Zeeland, the Netherlands

Prague, Czech Republic



More traveling…
… to additional corners 

Miami Beach, USA

Key West, USA

Fort Lauderdale, USA
Cuddling a baby alligator

Everything is supersize



Summer holidays
We spent our summer holiday cruising the 
Mediterranean together with most of Bea’s 
family. Fantastic experience 

Athens

Mykonos

Santorini

Life on board

Malta

Our Norwegian Spirit



Life outside
Living in Norway offers us great 
opportunities for outdoor activities

Living next to the 
forest makes that a 
lot of animals come 
very near our house




